
1. Introduction
Technical jargon is rife in the online world. In this chapter, some key concepts that

arise when enforcing brands in the online world are explained.

2. Ownership of domain names
In essence, a domain name provides its owner with an address on the internet. It is

the place where the owner can find its business contacts and vice versa. Technically

speaking, the identity of the computer on which the content of a website is found is

known as its Internet Protocol (IP) address, which is a series of numbers that may

look something like 123.45.678.9. Because it is easier for humans to look for and

remember words rather than numbers, however, the domain name is used to refer to

a website address rather than the numerical IP address.

Domain names are now available with a huge number of extensions. In addition

to the original ‘generic Top Level Domains’ (gTLDs), such as ‘.com’, ‘.net’, ‘.org’ and

‘.info’, there are country code Top Level Domains (ccTLDs), such as ‘.co.uk’, ‘.fr’, ‘.de’

and ‘.it’, which suggest that the operator of the site is located in a particular country

or that the site is aimed at viewers in a particular country. Recently, the domain

name space was expanded considerably by allowing the creation of new gTLDs such

as ‘.clothing’, ‘.technology’, ‘.sexy’ and ‘.directory’.

Generally, anyone can own a domain name, whether they are an individual or a

company. There are, however, some restrictions on ownership. Some registrars

require that domain name owners (registrants) be physically located in, or otherwise

have a close connection to, the country in which they are applying to register a

domain. This is true in Australia, for example, where registrants are required to have

a physical presence or a trade mark in Australia. Those seeking to register an ‘.au’

domain must therefore provide an Australian Business Number, Australian Company

Number, State Business Number, Incorporated Association Number or trade mark

registration number as part of the registration process.

2.1 WHOIS searches

How may one find out if a domain name is registered and, if so, who owns it? The

answer takes the form of what is called a ‘WHOIS’ search. Domain name registrars

are obliged to make available to the general public records of domain name

ownership and details of their owners, including, in some cases, their physical
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addresses, telephone numbers and email addresses. Those records are accessible

through WHOIS searches freely available through numerous providers on the

internet. In the United Kingdom, for example, a WHOIS search can be performed

through Nominet’s website www.nominet.uk/whois/ to determine who owns any

particular ‘.uk’ domain name.

The details that are available through WHOIS searches vary, depending on the

type of domain name. For example, for a ‘.uk’ domain name, a registrant who is a

non-trading individual can elect to have his/her address omitted from the public

WHOIS database, meaning that only his/her name is accessible through a search. In

general, further details (including physical address, telephone and email address) are

available in respect of registrants of ‘.com’ domain names.

A registrant may often not wish to be identifiable through WHOIS searches.

There may sometimes be legitimate reasons for this, eg, because a registrant is

publishing information or opinions on a website that may provoke an adverse or

hostile response from readers. More commonly, however, a secretive website may be

used for nefarious purposes and may be a vehicle through which counterfeit goods

are being sold or some other form of fraud is being perpetrated.

There are numerous ways in which the registrant of a domain name can hide its

identity. An increasing number of registrars provide proxy registration services,

meaning that the registrar’s own details appears on the publicly accessible WHOIS

database rather than its customer’s details. It is also common for inaccurate,

incomplete or completely false details to be provided by the registrant. This is

sometimes obvious. Mickey Mouse of 123 Acacia Avenue in Hollywood is unlikely to

be the real registrant. However, fraudsters and counterfeiters frequently insert the

details of real but completely innocent and unaware individuals into the records,

making it less obvious that the ownership details are false and pointing investigators

and lawyers in the wrong direction should some form of action be taken against that

domain name.

Registrars are under an obligation to take appropriate steps to ensure that WHOIS

details are accurate and up to date, but that is largely an obligation that they pass on

to the registrants to self-certify that the details are accurate. Few independent checks

are made on the validity of the details provided by registrants.

Where the details of a registrant are not available to the general public through

WHOIS searches (perhaps because the registrant is a non-trading individual whose

address has been omitted or where he/she has used a commercial provider of privacy

protection services) interested parties can apply to the registrar for disclosure of the

details. The registrar will sometimes comply voluntarily, particularly where it is

obvious that the domain name is being used for illicit purposes, but in other cases

registrars may choose to comply only when a court order has been obtained.

2.2 What is a domain name registrar?

Registrars are the commercial organisations through which domain names are

registered and administered. There are hundreds of registrars worldwide, who charge

fees to those registering a domain. Registrars must be accredited by a gTLD or a

ccTLD registry such as ICANN (see 2.4 below). A domain name registry manages the
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database of domain name registrations and ownership information. Well-known

registrars include GoDaddy, eNom, Tucows and Melbourne IT.

Once a domain name has been registered through a registrar, the owner usually

wants to post some content and create a website. The content is most frequently hosted

on servers operated by a third party, not surprisingly called a host (see 2.3 below).

Some domain name registrars provide website hosting services in addition to

registration services, effectively providing a one-stop shop for someone who wants

to register a domain and have the corresponding website hosted by the same party.

For example, one of the largest registrars, GoDaddy, offers domain registration,

website design and creation, hosting, security, online marketing and other related

services. In other cases, the registrant may choose to use a company other than the

registrar to host its website.

However, if a domain name is seized by a third party, then that third party can

control what content is visible to visitors to that address. While the website that was

previously posted at the domain name is no longer visible, the original domain name

registrant can of course register a different domain name and post the same content

at the new address.

2.3 What is a website host?

A website host takes the content created by a domain name registrant and places it

on the internet for all to see. The content is held on the host’s servers and it is the

host’s responsibility to provide and maintain the technical infrastructure to ensure

that the websites it hosts are constantly accessible. A host charges fees for this service.

There are several different types of hosting service, which include:

• free hosting – a basic service sometimes offered by registrars to domain name

owners that register domains through them;

• shared web hosting – where a registrant’s website is hosted on a server with

many other websites; and

• dedicated hosting – where the registrant is allocated his/her own server and

granted full access and control over it.

As it is the host that effectively displays the content of a website to the world, it

has the ability to remove that website or certain parts of it if the content is deemed

to be objectionable. Hosts may do this voluntarily at the request of a third party or

may be compelled to do so by court order.

It will therefore often be useful for rights owners to determine the identity of the

host of a particular website, as it may be the host that they need to approach in order

to procure the removal of a website or its content. As noted at 2.1 above, it may be

difficult to take action against the registrant of a domain name because its (or

his/her) identity may not be apparent from WHOIS records. Approaching the host

may therefore be a quicker and cheaper option.

Determining the host can be achieved through a variety of methods. Sometimes,

its identity is evident from the WHOIS records. For example, a WHOIS record may

sometimes include information such as the administrative contact, technical contact

and ‘nameservers’. A nameserver is a server that controls the DNS for a domain and
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allows the registrant to decide which hosting company controls the web space.

Typically this is the party that hosts the website. For example, the nameservers used

by the well-known registrar and hosting company 123-Reg are ns.123-reg.co.uk and

ns2.123-reg.co.uk. Where these details are given in WHOIS records, it suggests that

the host for the website at that domain name is 123-Reg.

By way of example, at the time of writing the WHOIS record for the domain

name microsoft.com provides the following details:

Registrant: Microsoft Corporation

Address: One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052, USA

Telephone: +1.4258828080

Fax: +1.4259367329

Email: domains@microsoft.com

Admin Name: Domain Administrator

Admin Organization: Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052

Admin Phone: +1.4258828080

Admin Fax: +1.4259367329

Admin Email: domains@microsoft.com

Tech Name: MSN Hostmaster

Tech Organization: Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052

Tech Phone: +1.4258828080

Tech Fax: +1.4259367329

Tech Email: msnhst@microsoft.com

Name Server: ns2.msft.net

Name Server: ns4.msft.net

Name Server: ns1.msft.net

Name Server: ns3.msft.net

In other cases, however, it may be necessary to use a range of resources to identify

the host. Because of the variety of ways in which a website can be hosted (eg, shared,

dedicated, co-location (where a business can rent space for servers)), it can be

difficult to identify the host. As with WHOIS searches, however, there are free tools

on the internet into which one can simply type the address of the website in

question and obtain the identity of the host.

A website operator can choose to move its website to a different host. In order to

do so, it needs control over the domain name and access to the existing website files.

The owner can then upload those files to another host. Many hosts provide

dedicated online resources in order to accomplish this.

If the website operator does not have access to the website files (eg, if it is on a

basic hosting package), it would need to request them from the website host first in

order to transfer them to another host. If the content of the website has been

removed at the request of a rights holder, the host may decline to provide access to

the original website operator, making it difficult for the operator to shift hosts.
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In most cases, however, the website operator will have uploaded the website content

to the host via file transfer protocol (FTP). Thus, even if the website host removes or

blocks the content, the website operator can simply upload those content files to

another host and have the same site back up and running with minimal interruption.

2.4 What is ICANN?

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is a private

sector not-for-profit organisation that was created in 1998 to be responsible for the

secure and stable operation of the nternet. In its own words, ICANN “helps

coordinate the Domain Name System (DNS), often referred to as ‘the phone book of

the internet’ because it matches domain names with appropriate IP address

numbers.” The organisation is headquartered in California.

One of ICANN’s roles is to resolve disputes about the ownership of domain

names. In co-operation with the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO),

ICANN drafted a dispute resolution procedure which is known as the Uniform

Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP). The UDRP provides a cost-effective and

straightforward mechanism for resolving disputes about domain names, reducing

the need for aggrieved parties to use lengthy and costly procedures in their national

courts to resolve such issues. For more information, see the chapter entitled Domain

names.

Domain name registrants must agree to be bound by the UDRP or they will not

be permitted to register a domain. Several global bodies are approved by ICANN to

arbitrate domain name disputes. At the time of writing, they are:

• the Asian Domain Name Dispute Resolution Centre;

• the National Arbitration Forum (now known simply as Forum);

• WIPO;

• the Czech Arbitration Court Arbitration Center for Internet Disputes; and

• the Arab Center for Domain Name Dispute Resolution.

These bodies adjudicate disputes over domain names. The source of such disputes

is most often a complaint by one party that a domain name should rightfully belong

to it rather than the current registrant, perhaps because the domain includes a trade

mark that is identical or similar to that of the complainant.

If the adjudicating body decides in favour of the complainant, it has the power

to order that the disputed domain be transferred to the complainant or that the

registration be cancelled. If not, the respondent will be permitted to keep the

disputed domain. The adjudicating bodies do not have the power to award damages

or any form of monetary compensation.

3. Detecting infringements
There are an increasing number of ways in which an individual or organisation’s

rights can be violated online. They include:

• registration of infringing domain names;

• sales of counterfeit products via business to consumer (B2C) sites, such as e-

commerce websites, auction sites and social media sites;
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• trading in counterfeit products via business to business (B2B) sites, such as

global trade boards;

• replication of legitimate content by scam websites;

• illegal streaming of digital content;

• illegal file sharing; and

• online defamation.

Because of the diverse ways in which a brand or reputation can be attacked,

rights owners must deploy a range of tools to detect, monitor and remove online

infringements and take other appropriate action to deter those who seek to benefit

from such activity.

The methods used are largely dictated by the financial resources devoted to such

action by a rights owner. In some cases, it will use internal staff to browse the

internet for online infringements, manually reviewing auction sites such as eBay and

Amazon for suspect sellers of its products. Because of the volumes that may be

involved, however, manual searching can be an inefficient and overwhelming task,

requiring the deployment of stretched technical resources.

The last few years have seen a proliferation in the number of commercial

companies offering technical online brand protection services. They range from

fairly simple detection services that notify brand owners on a regular basis of newly

registered domain names that incorporate their trade marks, through to more

complex services that detect copyrighted files being shared online or the illegal

streaming of live media content. The more sophisticated services also facilitate the

removal of infringing material.

Every rights owner has different concerns and requirements. What may be an

appropriate online brand protection strategy for one company may not be suitable

for another. Rights owners should seek to identify online brand protection providers

that are able to customise their services to the needs of their clients. To give several

examples:

• Company A may be a luxury goods business that is experiencing high

volumes of online counterfeit sales and may therefore want to monitor

various country–specific versions of eBay and Amazon and remove infringing

listings;

• Company B may be a car manufacturer that has particular concerns about

counterfeit versions of its car parts and may want to monitor B2B forums

such as Chinese trade boards (where manufacturers of counterfeit products

frequently advertise their goods for wholesale) but is less concerned about

B2C auction sites;

• Company C may be a digital content creator or a broadcasting company

whose protected works are being shared or streamed online, which requires a

different technological solution.

People active in infringing copyright will often seek to be ahead of those trying

to stop them and will go to considerable lengths to avoid detection. The steps they

take could range from using the so-called ‘dark web’ to digitally manipulating the
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infringing material so that automated web tools find it difficult to identify. A good

example of the latter concerns the broadcasting or posting of video content, such as

live sporting events or Hollywood films. Those posting infringing videos can flip the

image or play it at a slightly slower speed to obscure the infringement.

While there are technical solutions to deal with such tactics, the reality is that

infringers are constantly seeking new ways to defeat the solutions.

This chapter ‘Deciphering the technical jargon of enforcing brands online’ by Graham

Robinson is from the title Brand Protection Online: A Practical Guide to Protection

from Online Infringement, published by Globe Law and Business.
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